AIRPORTS RAISE GLOBAL SAFETY LEVELS AFTER TERROR ATTACK ON US JET IS FOILED
Washington DC. A 23 year old Nigerian Umar Farouk Abdulmutallab tried to bomb a
Northwest flight 253, which was flying from Amsterdam to Detroit. But it can certainly be
termed as a Christmas miracle, because he wasn’t successful due to quick reflexes by the crew
and the passengers, and also due to a faulty detonator. After this unsuccessful bombing
attempt, concerns about airline safety are at an all time high and stricter restrictions are
expected soon.
December 28th, 2009 (THAINDIAN NEWS)
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January 5th 2010

How full-body scanners work
Security experts say high-tech imagers that detect objects beneath our clothes are vital to safe air travel.
Opponents say they are intrusive and too revealing. For now, the process is an optional alternative to a traditional
pat-down at airports across the country, including Reagan National and BWI. These are the two types of fullbody imaging technology in use or on the way:

SOURCE: Transportation Security Administration, Rapiscan Systems, Smiths Detection | Bonnie Berkowitz and Laura
Stanton/The Washington Post
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Full-body scanners

Worksheet 1

GENERAL COMPREHENSION
What sort of document is this?
What for?
In your opinion, who is it aimed at?
Where will the device be used? Why?
Look at the drawings (not the text) and complete the grid
Scanner 1
Name
Position of the
person

Scanner 2

Description of the
device
Difference?

VOCABULARY
1. Find the translation of these words in the text::
§ 1 Sous :
Fouille au corps:
Déjà ou bientôt utilisés :

§4
enlever :
vider :
entrer :
sortir :
effacé :

§2
Cabine :
Traverser :
Ne pas traverser :
Procédé :

§5
comme un dessin à la craie :
financements :

§3
Etre apparent :

2. Compléter le tableau avec des mots du texte dérivés des exemples
Verb
oppose
revolve
1.
2.

3. Deviner le sens de:
Panels:
Front and back:
Waves:

Noun

Adjective

1.Scanner
2.
1.Image
2.

Zoom over:
X-rays:
Checkpoint:

Saved:
Printed:
Uploaded:
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Full-body scanners

Worksheet 2

DETAILED COMPREHENSION
§1
1. Why do security experts advise full-body scanners?
2. Right or Wrong: Everybody agrees that they are necessary for the travellers’ safety.
3. What will they replace?
§2 and 3
4. Compare the two scanners
Similarities

Differences

5. Make sentences with:
Similarities: Both … , just like.., the same
Differences: unlike, contrary to, whereas, comparatives (adj-er+than, more +adj+than)
§4
6. Complete the text to describe the process.
The process is _____________________.
First the passengers must _____________________ and _________________. Then they
_____________________________________________________. At the end of the
___________________, they just ___________________ . In the meantime, another officer
_____________________.
7. What happens after the scanning?
8. Right or Wrong. Suspicious passengers are immediately arrested
§5
9. Right or Wrong. Justify your answers.
There are two different officers to check the images.
Only one security officer sees the passenger.
The passengers are easily recognized on the images.
All images are kept in a data bank.

10. Number of scanners to be bought:
11. What sort of improvements are expected in the future?

BRANCHING OUT
What are the advantages and disadvantages of this new technology?
Do you think think these scanners will prevent terrorist attacks in planes? Why or why not?

